Fix-A-Floor Repair Adhesive Installation Guide

Fix-A-Floor Repair Adhesive is an Extra Strength Customized Formula created for the specific use of Re-Bonding Loose and Hollow Tile, Marble, Stone & Wood floors without the expense and mess of removing or replacing. Patented Pre-drilled nozzle allows for narrow grout line & wood floor applications.


Directions for Tile, Marble and Stone Floors:

1. Locate loose or hollow problem areas by tapping with wooden dowel or broom handle. Mark entire perimeter with chalk, tape or similar.

2. Use a masonry drill bit normally 1/8", 3/16" or 1/4" whichever is LARGER that barely fits between the tiles without touching the tiles. Drill 2-4 holes on each side of the tile depending on tile size. Drill STRAIGHT down into grout lines inside the problem areas (do not contact tiles with drill bit). Once the drill bit clears the grout you will feel it release. Don't drill into the subfloor.

3. Vacuum over each hole to remove all dust and debris, lightly tapping with a rubber mallet during vacuuming is helpful.

4. Insert the Fix-A-Floor tube tip into the drilled hole measuring for a snug fit. For holes larger than 1/8" cut the tip to fit tight into drilled hole promoting good flow. Unscrew the tip and pierce a large hole (with awl or similar) on the top of the threaded tube cap & replace tip. Using a caulk gun squeeze Fix-A-Floor Repair Adhesive into each hole. Squeeze slow and steady, if one hole is problematic simply move on to the other holes, try to fill each hole. Watch for spillage while moving from one hole to the next, place finger over tip. Once the adhesive spills up and out of nearby holes this ensures penetration and filling of the problem area. Keep filling and empty the tube to ensure complete coverage.

5. Place weights (5 gallon buckets ½ full of water or similar) on area. Be sure to clean up any excess Fix-A-Floor with a sponge and water as necessary; allow to cure for a minimum of 24 hours.

6. Grout drilled holes by mixing a color matching grout into a medium consistency and fill/press into holes usually with finger. Smooth onto existing grout. After 30 minutes wipe clean with slightly damp sponge or cloth and your floor is as good as new!! Guaranteed for life!

Directions for Wood Floors:

1. Inside the problem area use a 9/64” drill bit and simply drill 1-2 holes, depending on the size of the problem area. Do not drill through Sub-Floor. Vacuum out holes after drilling.

2. DO NOT CUT TIP! Simply remove by unscrewing tip and pierce a hole (with awl or similar) on the top of the threaded tube cap, screw tip back on and begin filling...

3. Once filled, place buckets (½ full of water or similar) on subject area, wipe clean with damp rag/sponge and allow to cure for 24 hours. Fix-A-Floor Repair Adhesive dries clear! Visit your local flooring/home improvement store to locate wood putty/filler and fill the holes.

Please visit us at www.fixafloorworldwide.com for instructional videos and printable step-by-step instructions!

Por favor visítenos en www.fixafloorworldwide.com para videos instructivos e imprimible paso a paso las instrucciones!

Caution: This product is to be used only for its intended purpose. Be sure to use with adequate ventilation, do not put on face or in eyes, do not swallow or ingest. If so wash with water. If problems occur consult physician immediately. Keep from freezing before use.

Lifetime Guarantee: If proven defective, Fix-A-Floor offers replacement adhesive equal to purchase value.

Manufactured by Fix-A-Floor Worldwide, Inc. P.O. Box 1585 Hobe Sound, FL 33475

800-774-5982 M-F 9am-5pm EST 100% Proudly Made in the USA!